Painless wiring trail rocker

The diode-suppressed relays keep your switches safe from feedback, and are ground activated
to make EFI integration painless. All circuits are protected with LED smart fuses that light up
when blown, making diagnosing quick and easy. The Track Rocker is easily paired with our line
of plug-and-play 4, 6, or 8 switch panels or wired into your existing switches! It's a lot more than
circuits and wire! How often have you seen advertisements for wiring harnesses promising,
circuit kit for the low, low price of? What do you get for that low price? Is that all you need, and
exactly what makes up a proper wiring harness, anyhow? Well, it's a lot more than just circuits
and wire. A wiring harness is, first and foremost, engineering. At Painless, all of our harnesses
are designed by real engineers using the latest in diagnostic equipment and AutoCAD to ensure
consistency in manufacturing and an accurate and easy installation. Finally, and certainly not
least, there's quality. You deserve the assurance that after installing a harness it's going to
work: That when you turn on the headlights, they shine; That the blinkers blink and that the
engine starts. At right you see a Painless fuel injection harness on our exclusive test board.
Every single fuel injection harness, before it goes in the box, is mounted first on a test board
like this. Each blue connector simulates a particular engine function. This test ensures that all
connections are working properly, all pinouts are correct and there is continuity in all the wires.
If you're looking for superior quality, engineering and craftsmanship, Painless is your only
sensible choice. Painless has remained the leader in automotive wiring and electrical products
for over seventeen years through engineering and innovation, not corner cutting and imitation.
Our items ship from various warehouses around the United States. We will ship from the
warehouse closest to your location to speed up transit times. Our items typically ship within 1
business day, most often within a few hours of ordering. For this reason, we usually cannot
cancel an order once it's placed. Please check with the manufacturer to verify fitment of all
parts based on part number. At the moment, we only ship to select countries using this
program. All associated fees will be paid upon receipt by the buyer and are not included in the
auction price. Compatibility chart and application-specific wording in this listing are based
specifically for USA market vehicles. Fitment is not guaranteed on international vehicles, as
many manufacturers use region-specific options. Please do not add notes to your order. Our
systems are automated, and the notes are not read. If you have any questions about your order,
please contact us prior to ordering. Customers are responsible for verifying the legality of
shipping products into their states. Orders placed for items that are restricted in the delivery
state will be cancelled. We accept payment via PayPal for eBay orders. For shipments to
Massachusetts addresses, we are required to collect 6. We accept returns on all new items for
an eBay best period of 60 days. New items must be in original packaging including plastic
wrapped items , uninstalled, and in factory new condition. Please contact us for a return
authorization and shipping address. Return shipping is paid by the buyer on items that are not
defective or damaged. We only sell factory new parts, no exceptions. Occasionally, an item is
defective from the manufacturer, or damaged in transit. Stuff happens, but when it does, we'll
take care of you. Contact us right away and we'll get you a prepaid label, schedule a pickup, and
get a replacement sent right out. Returns are not accepted on international orders and the seller
does not accept responsibility for damage in shipping. Be the first to write a review. Your
browser does not support the video tag. Includes Free Shipping and Returns!!! Ask a question
Similar items Follow us. All pictures are representative only, please read full description and
verify fitment with manufacturer. Returns are not accepted on international orders. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine ,
but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or
tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Estimated between Tue.
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
International Priority Shipping. Be the first to write a review. With the economy the way it is we
understand how important pricing is. With that in mind you will not lose quality. We offer auto
car and truck parts from nearly manufacturers. These companies are some of the most highly
regarded in the automotive industry today. Our highly skilled staff is ready to answer any of
your questions. Our hours of operation are Monday through Thursday 9am to pm and Friday
from 9am to 4pm. Should you have any question please contact us. We would like to thank our
new and existing customers for their trust and support in our company. AMCO Auto Parts will
continue to provide top notch customer service along with quality car parts and low pricing. If
your shipment is time sensitive please contact us to confirm your items warehouse location.

Size Brand and Location of an item is being shipped to also matters. Please contact us for more
details before ordering. We are very accommodating please contact us for any special requests
or for any questions. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn
more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact
seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:. What
does this price mean? You save:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume
making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International
Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value.
Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade.
Item location:. Paterson, NJ, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated
delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code,
destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and
receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Search within store. Items On Sale. Performance Auto Parts.
Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping
options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Standard International Shipping. Product Reviews September 26, Jessy Greenland 5. When it
comes to upgrades and modifications for our jeeps, we all want to do it ourselves and get our
hands dirty. When you love your jeep, you take pride in everything that goes into it. As women,
we tend to ask our guys to do it for us; but not this girl! I want to learn all I can and take pride in
doing it myself. Pat yourself on the backs ladies and gentlemen because this install is
something you can do. It allows you to control up to eight accessories on your JK, from lights
to air lockers. Painless Performance Products prides themselves on their easy, user friendly, D.
Y products that anyone can install with a plug and play design. As mentioned, this unit controls
up to 8 accessories with 8- 30 amp fuses and 8- 30 amp relays and it works with both manual
and automatic transmissions. The relay box itself is enclosed in a weatherproof housing and
mounts under your hood. It comes with a fused power source with a amp MIDI fuse, features all
american made wiring with 21 feet of wire to reach any volt accessory for your rig or race car, all
the while being very easy to install with their custom installation instructions. The manual is
colorful, has lots of big pictures as well as identifies every tool you will need at each step.
Everything is separated and labeled for ease, right out of the box so that you can get started
right away without having to run to the parts store to get what you need to make it neat and tidy.
As with any aftermarket product, the first thing you must do of course is read the
instructionsâ€¦. Yes I said it, read the instructions!!! The book is so easy to read and eliminates

guessing as to what tools you will need. It takes the install step by step, picture by picture, tool
by tool. There is no reason not to use the instruction booklet because it is that easy! Yeah,
those are mine. We all know when you work with electrical modifications on a vehicle, we must
disconnect the battery because if not, that is where I make sparks! So securing the battery
cables out of the way before you jump in is critical. Those dreaded sparks and clicking noises
make us all jumpâ€¦not good! I dove right in and reworked the many devices that were
connected to my battery to prepare to mount the relay box next to my battery. It was a bit of a
challenge maneuvering some wiring around to fit. Keep in mind that the relay box does mount
over the top of the negative post of the battery, so later I will have to figure out how to move it
over a bit later if I need a jump start or have to change out my battery. The harnesses come with
a good length of wire to fit through the drivers side fire wall panel to connect the switch box.
Even the wires have helpful labels directly on them! The next part is a little more labor intensive,
because I have so many accessories along my headliner. I had to take everything off to be able
to remove the visors and plastic headliner pieces. To fit the harness under and out of it you
have to drill out a piece to get the wire harness to fit. We all know how wonderful it is to get
those little screws to get back on the sun visors! Then I had to put all my accessories back on
and viola! The next job was to attach the wiring for my lights and other accessories to the
clearly marked relays. I did have to ground all the accessories myself as well. Painless also
makes an option that you can purchase to hook up the winch to the Trail Rocker as well. Now
you have all your accessories in one spot and your ready to take on the trails!! I did buy some
custom rocker switches with cool switch markers on them to customize the rocker panel! The
install was clean and cleared out a huge wiring mess I had going on. The entire process can
take 4 to 5 hours by yourself, if you do not have many accessories to hook up. If you have more
than a few, like me, it will take you a bit longer. If you are installing this on a new Jeep one
without a ton of accessories already installed this is an easy project! Because of the high
quality of materials and very instructive manual, I rate this accessory 5 out of 5 Jeeps! Rockstar
Jeep Girl Racing. Oklahoma Offroad Chicks. How does this one compare to the sPod? I have
been looking for a unit like this for a while and trying to make the decision on one or the other.
Nice install, clean and nice write-up on this. Great Job. Thank you! Well I havent had an sPod ,
but I have had an off brand type of device. And I would have to look into it to be more accurate
in my comparison. I do assume it is simular to the off-brand I have. I do know the placement
under the hood is different and I think It can mount different places in the inside of the vehicle.
BUT again I would have to explore more to compare better! Thank you for reading! Great article
Jessy! I have always been curious about this brand. Much like Todd, I am curious how it stacks
up against the sPod. Do you mind posting a thread about it on the forum? Thank you so much!
Yes I would be glad to explore comparisons on the 2. I do not personally own an sPod , I do
however own an off-brand similar to the spod. But I cant accurately rate the sPod until I do
some checking , We can certainly have a thread to do that. Is that a custom box? Looks like the
Apollointech system inside it. Your email address will not be published. Post comment. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Industry News
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Product News. ModernJeeper Adventures. Bold, colorful pictures make this manual easy to
follow. Take extra care when working around the battery. I am extra careful to not make sparks!
A lot of old wiring had to be re-worked. The Trail Rocker covers the battery negative post. A
complete and very clean harness. Wiring is clearly marked. The headliner took a little extra care
during install. Be sure to keep track of your parts and pieces for re-installing. A nice, clean
install. Separately purchased rocker switches for a custom look. Painless Trail Rocker ready for
the trails. About author. Todd Ockert says:. September 27, at am. Jessy Greenland says:.
September 28, at am. Phillip Thorpe says:. September 27, at pm. Cary Varnado says:. November
15, at pm. Add a comment. Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Recent
Comments. Project Time! The ModernJeeper Show, Ep. All Rights Reserved.

